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Bronchiolitis obliterans (BO) is an inflammatory disease of the

small airways, resulting from damage to the lower respiratory tract.

The presence of inflammation and fibrosis of the terminal and res-

piratory bronchioles results in narrowing or complete obliteration

of the airway lumen, leading to chronic airflow obstruction(1,2).

Histologically, BO is characterized by the presence of intraluminal

granulation tissue in the airways or peribronchiolar fibrosis with

narrowing of the lumen, provoking a process of scarring and ob-

struction(3). Although its exact incidence in the pediatric popula-

tion is unknown, it is known that BO predominantly affects male

infants(4,5). Possible causes of BO include inhalation of toxic sub-

stances, aspiration syndromes, immunological changes, collagen

diseases (rheumatoid arthritis and Sjögren’s syndrome), transplan-

tation, Stevens-Johnson syndrome, and drug reactions. Currently,

the diagnosis of BO is based on clinical and computed tomography

(CT) criteria, the role of CT being that of excluding the various dif-

ferential diagnoses(2). BO occurring after bone marrow transplan-

tation (BMT) was first described in 1982(6). It is well known that

BO can also occur in lung and heart-lung transplant recipients(7).

In BMT recipients, BO appears later than do other pulmonary com-

plications, occurring between 3 and 12 months after transplanta-

tion. BO after BMT is more common in patients with chronic graft-

versus-host disease, occurring in 6–10% of those who are long-

term survivors, with a mortality rate of more than 50%(8).

Chest CT is the most widely used method for the study of in-

terstitial lung diseases and bronchiolar diseases(9–14), having be-

come the tool of first choice because of its great sensitivity and

specificity. However, it should be used with great discretion be-

cause the patient is exposed to a high dose of ionizing radiation.

Diagnostic radiology is considered the main artificial source of

radiation to which human beings are exposed, accounting for ap-

proximately 14% of the total annual dose received from all sources

of radiation(15). Ionizing radiation has the ability to alter the physi-

cal and chemical characteristics of the molecules of biological

tissues. Cells with a high proliferation rate are more sensitive to

ionizing radiation and are found in tissues with high mitotic activ-

ity or the so-called fast response tissues. Radiosensitivity is inversely

proportional to the degree of cell differentiation (the less differen-

tiated the cell is, the more radiosensitive it is) and directly propor-

tional to the number of cell divisions required for the cell to reach

its “mature” stage. In view of these facts, special care should be
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taken when using CT examinations in children, who are more sus-

ceptible to the deleterious effects of radiation than is the rest of

the population(16).

In this context, the study conducted by Togni Filho et al.(17),

published in the previous issue of Radiologia Brasileira, demon-

strated that the inspiratory phase can be excluded from the chest

CT protocol in children evaluated for post-BMT BO, reducing by

half the level of radiation exposure in this population. Their find-

ings are of fundamental importance and have immediate clinical

applicability.
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